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Introduction

•Position and role at WKU

•Brief history at WKU

•Background on WKU and Kean curriculum 
arrangement



Presentation Outline

• English Proficiency Challenges for Students at English Only Learning 
Contexts
• English Language Centers and Labs
• Required ESL Preparatory Classes
• Adapting the Writing-Enriched Curriculum Model
• Discipline Specific ESL Courses
• Working with Biology Department
• ESL-Enriched Biology Curriculum: In-class
• ESL-Enriched Biology Curriculum: Extracurricular
• Future Plans
• Discussion 



English Proficiency Challenges for Students at 
English Only Learning Contexts
• New academic context—student-centered, active learning 

pedagogies 
• New cultural context—primarily foreign, English-speaking 

professors
• New language context—English-only instruction 
• EFL context
• English in classrooms and faculty offices
• Chinese everywhere else 

• Difficult to practice and reinforce English outside the classroom
• Limits development of academic English proficiency 



English Language Centers and Labs 

•English speaking and writing tutoring

•English language labs with English acquisition 
technologies

•Excellent and necessary supplement

• Insufficient in themselves 



Required ESL Preparatory Classes

•Place students into three possible levels
•Reading and writing courses
• Speaking and listening courses

•Necessary to establish a foundation for 
developing English Proficiency
•Key word is foundation
• Is not the solution
• Foundation for what should be an ongoing process 

of English proficiency development



Required ESL Preparatory Classes

•ESL/English programs play a key foundational role
• Important function in academic English acquisition
• Insufficient stopgap in themselves 
•Major programs should also play a key role
•Herein lies the major weak link in the English 

proficiency process chain 
•How to resolve these issues?



Adapting the Writing-Enriched Curriculum Model

•Pamela Flash, Director of Writing Across the 
Curriculum at University of Minnesota 
•Addresses weaknesses of traditional WAC programs
•Faculty-driven and faculty-led solutions to 
improving writing in the disciplines
•Composition courses lay a foundation



Adapting the Writing-Enriched Curriculum Model

•Departments and programs work with writing teams 
to develop writing curriculum within their discipline
• Integrate low-stakes and high-stakes writing 

assignments in key courses throughout all four years 
• Scaffold the discipline specific writing instruction 

within courses and across the major curriculum 
•Proposal: adapt this basic model for enriching major 

courses with ESL curriculum throughout the four-year 
academic plan



Discipline Specific ESL Courses

• Prior to my coming to WKU—created special ESL courses for 
Architecture and Design students
• Strives to develop discipline specific academic English 

proficiency
• Challenges
• Hiring ESL teachers with sufficient disciplinary knowledge and 

interest
• Only lays a foundation during first year
• No follow through from the departments 
• ESL courses viewed as the quick fix
• No integration of ESL teaching strategies in the major courses 



Working with Biology Department

•When I came to WKU Biology reached out to me for help
• Improve proficiency in English scientific discourse
• I applied the writing-enriched curriculum model
•More comprehensive approach
• Involving the faculty in the department 
• They identified courses throughout their major curriculum 

to integrate low-stakes and high-stakes assignments
• Developed in-class and extracurricular activities



ESL-Enriched Biology Curriculum: In-class

• Biology Themed Comp I and II courses
• Low-Stakes ESL Biology Assignments:
• Writing abstracts of scientific articles
• Brief oral summaries of scientific articles
• Writing brief summaries of class lectures
• Written and oral summary of favorite science fiction story or film
• Course-specific oral presentations 
• Poster presentations at class conferences 
• Participating in Student Research Day
• Poster presentations
• 15-min conference style presentation



ESL-Enriched Biology Curriculum: Extracurricular

•Strict English Only policy in Biology offices and biology 
student study areas

•Scientific journal reading club

•Required attendance of guest lectures on campus

•Science Fiction Writing Contest



Future Plans

• Build a model based upon our work with the biology 
department

•Working with other departments to implement their own 
unique ESL-enriched curriculum 

• Creating collaborations with other Sino-foreign joint ventures

• Hosting conferences related to ESL-enriched curriculum 



Discussion


